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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME
You astral hero who came to defeat the evil! Each time engaging in battle, the hero changes his appearance, weapons. Pick up

bonuses that 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ardi Studio
Publisher:
Ardi Studio
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English

the astral hero. the astral hero badge

Played through all of the content in 10 minutes. 5 different levels that all amount to the exact same swarm of differently skinned
enemies. Press right or left with different weapons that all behave in identical ways. Watch as your different dudes all move
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indentically. This is a seriously poor effort. https://youtu.be/LfgFg6OBEKQ. Played through all of the content in 10 minutes. 5
different levels that all amount to the exact same swarm of differently skinned enemies. Press right or left with different
weapons that all behave in identical ways. Watch as your different dudes all move indentically. This is a seriously poor effort.
https://youtu.be/LfgFg6OBEKQ. This game is so simple yet good. Good to pass time. Also this game is very cheap. However
there are few things that i confused and i like to talk about : 1. The purpose of jumping in this game. I felt that jumping make
this game harder and you'll easily get damage from enemy. 2. 5 Different map with no different or unique features make this
game feel boring after playing for 20 minutes nonstop. Need more variation of enemy skin not just the background type of
traps, etc to be released asap. 3.Customizeable Character or different character will be a good feature. Customizeable character
or Characters with a set of skills that only avaiable to specific character. Maybe you can also add gift for achieving specific
achievement. If you add the different character feature, you may make some character avaiable through certain achievement.
But hey, this game is just released, so i expect great feature to be released in the future. I rate 4.5/10. This game is so simple yet
good. Good to pass time. Also this game is very cheap. However there are few things that i confused and i like to talk about : 1.
The purpose of jumping in this game. I felt that jumping make this game harder and you'll easily get damage from enemy. 2. 5
Different map with no different or unique features make this game feel boring after playing for 20 minutes nonstop. Need more
variation of enemy skin not just the background type of traps, etc to be released asap. 3.Customizeable Character or different
character will be a good feature. Customizeable character or Characters with a set of skills that only avaiable to specific
character. Maybe you can also add gift for achieving specific achievement. If you add the different character feature, you may
make some character avaiable through certain achievement. But hey, this game is just released, so i expect great feature to be
released in the future. I rate 4.5/10
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